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Content Audit 

 

Currently, the SeattleAVSource website lacks any form of content so the information 

architecture needs to be built from the ground up. In order to do this we discussed 

SeattleAVSources business at length with the owner Doug and gathered as much information 

as we could.  We took a look at both the SeattleAVSource - www.seattleavs.com and the AVPro 

www.avproseattle.com website. With the current SeattleAVSource website having no content, 

we examined the AVPro website (Doug founded AVPro and still owns half of the company.) 

 

Top Down   Bottom Up 

About US   Phone number, Location, Address 

Event Services   Mission statement 

Photo Gallery   Images of shows and equipment 

Rentals    Different lines of business 

News    Forms to make reservations, make contact and apply for jobs 

Contact Us   Information about events 

Careers    AV Pro Crew Log In (not sure if this leads to a web app) 

 

After meeting with Doug and examining both websites, we went to work. The idea behind the 

bottom-up perspective is to build higher levels of categories.  The idea behind top-down 

perspective is to consider what information to provide at the top level. From the top-down, we 

specified the main categories and broke each category down into smaller pieces.  We decided 

on four categories based in ideas that the users need be able to understand who and what 

SeattleAVSource is: About US, what their main lines of business are: Sales and Rentals, 

examples of their work: Gallery, and how to make contact: Contact.  

 

From the bottom-up perspective, users need to be able to find out about reading testimonials 

from previous customers, SeattleAVSources history, find out who they are, read their mission / 

overview statement, renting / purchase equipment (projectors / screens, video equipment, 

lighting, audio gear, staging / drapery), see images of previous events / shows, installations, 

maintenance / repairs, and be able to schedule installation, maintenance / repairs. We 

presented Doug with some questions (transcript in next section) finally deciding on the following: 

 
Top Down   Bottom Up 

About Us   About Us: Testimonials, History, Who we are, Mission & Overview 

Sales & Rentals   Customers want to rent and purchase: Projectors, Video  

Gallery    equipment, Lighting equipment, Audio gear, Staging & Drapery 

Contact 

Customers are usually looking for equipment for the following types of 

activities: Auctions & Fundraisers, Conferences & Conventions 

    Presentations & Seminars, Business & Educational Institutions 

    Houses of Worship 

 

    Customers need access to information about: Scheduling,  

Installations, Maintenance and Repairs and how to reach the office and 

find their location.   

http://www.seattleavs.com/
http://www.avproseattle.com/
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Summary of Analysis 

 

This process of developing the Information Architecture for SeattleAVSource was a back and 

forth process that involved written and verbal communication with our client.  After solid 

communication efforts Alan and I started working with the following information from the 

Functional Requirements section of our Communication Brief:  

About Us  
Markets (Auctions / Schools / Conventions / Conferences / Places of Worship)  
AV Services (Rentals / Sales / Audio / Video / Lighting / Installations)  
Galleries (Customer testimonials)  
Contact  

**The site will feature the ability to request quotes, order services and rentals, and 
schedule consultations / bids for rentals, service, installations and sales. The Gallery will 
feature examples from previous work in the areas of rentals, sales, service and 
installations as well as customer testimonials. The Gallery will have representative 
images from conferences, conventions, auctions, schools, bars / nightclubs and places of 
worship. The SeattleAVSource site will be responsive, work across the spectrum of 
browsers, online platforms and across myriad devices i.e. smartphones, tablets, laptops, 
desktop computers and smart TV’s 

 
Next we began digesting what we had written. Using Adobe Illustrator came up with our first 

textual iteration of the Information Architecture for SeattleAVSource: 

 

About US 

Markets (Auctions / Schools / Conventions / Conferences / Places of Worship) 

AV Services (Rentals / Sales / Audio / Video / Lighting / Installations)  

Galleries (Customer testimonials) 

Contact 

 

From this we built the first chart iteration of the IA: 
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This obviously needed work.  Instead of doing actual affinity diagrams, we continued to iterate 

using Illustrator to work out the IA. After more dialog and re-thinking, the next version looked like 

this: 

 
 

At this point we decided to send Doug an email along with the above IA rough draft and ask for 

some clarification. Here are his responses: 
 

Mark and Alan, 

Here's my answers, in "red".  

Do you want a separate page for maintenance and repairs? No....I want that to be very minimally notated 
(we do it, but I don't want to truly focus on it.)  
Do you prefer the words galleries or portfolio? I don't care much, what is the "cool new way"?  
 

Do you want the order of the events on the sub-menu to be alphabetical or in order of business priorities? 

Business Priorities, as listed next: 

RENTALS & SALES                                EVENTS: 

* Projectors                                                 * Auctions & Fundraisers 

* Video                                                         * Conferences & Conventions 

* Lighting                                                    * Presentations & Seminars 

* Audio                                                        * Businesses & Educational  

* Staging & Drapery                                     Institutions                                                       

* House of Worship  
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This was useful information. After a solid phone conversation with our client we began to whittle 

things down. We knew we had enough information to build the final iteration.  To do this the 

right way, we decided to write out what the Information Architecture was verbally to describe the 

IA diagram we were going to create. 

 

The first and most important page that SeattleAVSource needs is an “About Us” page. The page 

needs to include the subsections: mission & overview, who are, history, and testimonials. 

Whether or not we will split each of the subsections onto different pages will depend on the 

amount of content, the layout and style of each page. This will provide potential customers with 

an understanding of who and what SeattleAVSource is with the goal of inspiring conversion.   

 

The second most important functionality of the website is rentals and sales. Through our 

interviews, we understood that SeattleAVSource provides rentals and sales of projectors, 

lightning, audio, video, and staging / drapery equipment. SeattleAVSource wants customers to 

see examples of the equipment available and to obtain price quotes, make reservations for 

rentals, and contact the company for sales.  We chose to put the sales and rentals page before 

the gallery page because we understand that sales and rentals are SeattleAVSources primary 

lines of business.  

 

The next section will be the Gallery section. We had challenges coming up with the right name 

for this category. The original category name was “Markets.” To help us out, when Mark 

presented the intermediate version of our Information Architecture to the class, they came up 

with a laundry list of suggestions.  

 

The following is an image of Mark presenting an earlier iteration of the Information Architecture 

to the class for review. 
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Some of the suggestions included: projects, examples, sample work, portfolio, lines of business, 

testimonials (which we have in another section) and of course the title section name we settled 

on: Gallery.  The idea behind the Gallery section is to provide an immersive experience to 

customers so they can get a sense for the look and feel of SeattleAVSources work. We want the 

customer to feel that SeattleAVSource knows what they are doing and will provide the best 

possible AV experience for their needs. The Gallery section will feature carousal and / or slide 

shows, images, testimonials and descriptions of what the customers are looking at. The idea is 

to impress and leave the customer feeling like they have hit a home run by choosing to go to 

SeattleAVSource. 

 

The final section, the contact pages, will perform the basic functions of providing customers with 

SeattleAVSources contact information as well as the ability to send in requests for installations, 

repairs, maintenance and other services. We decided to have the two subsections: “installation, 

maintenance and repairs” and “scheduling.” Whether or not we will split each of the subsections 

onto different pages will also depend on the amount of content and the layout and style of each 

page. The idea of course is surfer to customer conversion. We decided the sire will provide 

customers with easy access to location information, phone number(s), fax number(s) and email 

contact information. At the same time the site will provide customers with a simple form allowing 

them to immediately request price quotes, schedule deliveries, contact technicians and make 

service requests.  They can also join the SeattleAVSource email list.   

 

At the end of the day the following Information Architecture diagram (see next page) became 

our final iteration and has been approved by our client Doug Kennelly.  
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Information Architecture Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 


